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Abstract 
This paper presents the deepTrust application for trust based service management. 
It empowers the discovery, selection, and composition of trustworthy (web) 
services, which is accomplished through the use of an ad-hoc service discovery 
protocol and a semantically rich model of trust for services. The application 
enables users’ to firstly discover services and secondly to select a service(s) based 
on trust recommendation(s). Furthermore, it is possible to reason about specific 
user policies in order to automatically select a service for execution or 
composition. 
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Ad Hoc Trust, Discovery and Service Composition

• Dynamic, ubiquitous service marketplace
- Greater choice, greater uncertainty

• Where are services available?
- Need a discovery mechanism

• Which services are best for my needs?
- Can ask which services are trusted

•How can my needs be fulfilled by the services available?
- Trust as a deciding factor in service selection and composition

Discovery Selection Composition Execution

- Ad-hoc discovery empowered by Ericsson’ SkyLark Project.
- Service management based on the deepTrust application.

The ubiquity and dynamism of services in today’s network environments provides 
customers with a myriad of service choices. However, greater choice implies a 
greater uncertainty about the trustworthiness of available services. ‘deepTrust’ is 
our trust management application that provides a trust based selection process that 
can assess a range of similar services and select the appropriate service specific to 
the users trust requirements. 
 
The initial step is a discovery protocol that enables customers to find services in an 
ad-hoc environment. The Ericsson ‘SkyLark’ [1] project supports this 
functionality. By using SkyLark and deepTrust in combination it is possible to 
discover services for the selection of trustworthy services. 
 
In essence, deepTrust utilizes trust as the deciding factor in service selection and 
composition.  
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Introduction to Trust

• Many definition use synonyms or trust inspiring terms... 
- “Belief” -McKnight
- “Credibility or Reliability” -Golbeck
- “Confidence or Faith” -Shadbolt
- “Reputation” -Golbeck
- “Competence and Honesty” -Grandison

• Generally try to convey that trust has some quantitative value. 

• Trust is multidirectional.

• Trust can be specific; A trusts B in relation to X but not in regards Y. 

• Trust models can also be centralized or decentralized.

Trust has various definitions that are applicable to different areas of computer 
security. Many definition use synonyms or trust inspiring terms in their definition. 
“Belief” [2], “Credibility or Reliability” [3], “Confidence or Faith” [4], 
“Reputation” [5], “Competence and Honesty” [6] have all been used in this way.  
 
Definitions generally try to convey that trust has some quantitative value 
associated with it such that ‘A’ trusts ‘B’, but only by so much. Trust is 
multidirectional in that ‘B’ may not trust ‘A’ at all. Trust can be made even more 
specific by stating that ‘A’ trusts ‘B’ in relation to car maintenance but not in 
regards medical procedures.  
 
Trust and its synonyms can be applied to many facets of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
relationship. It can be interpreted that ‘A’ trusts the information that ‘B’ (BBC 
News service) provides if ‘A’ finds that the BBC’s information is both credible and 
reliable. From this ‘A’ can assign some level of confidence to the BBC’s 
information and act in good faith upon it. The BBC can build up its reputation 
(expectation of behaviour based on past observations/information) by using 
competent reporters so that ‘A’ has a directed and weighted belief in the BBC and 
its statements. The BBC can at the same time hold (to some degree) confidence in 
its audience. 
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Related Work

• Trust
- Kagal: Rei trust policies language, trust infrastructure.
- Blaze: PolicyMaker and KeyNote for granting authorization.

- Golbeck: Ontology based trust model [http://trust.mindswap.org/ont/trust.owl]

Trust values 0 – 10…
10 – Very trustworthy
5 – Neutral
0 – Very Untrustworthy

- Centralized: Certificate Authorities.
- Distributed: Web of Trust.

The definition of trust rules, as policies, has seen significantly research and 
development efforts. Rei [7] is an ontology based policy language that provides 
constructs based on deontic concepts, which are extremely flexible and allow 
different kinds of policies to be stated.  
 
Blaze’s PolicyMaker [8] and its successor KeyNote [9] have used policies to 
describe and implement trust relationships in order to be granted authorization to 
perform specific trusted actions. 
 
In [3], Friend-Of-A-Friend (FOAF) [10] is extended to include information about 
trust. The trust information is a property that explicitly states the trust level 
associated with a friend on a scale of 1-9; absolute distrust to absolute trust. This 
trust can be specific or general, and several trust levels can be applied to different 
subject areas. The values ranging from one to ten can indicate how much trust or 
distrust exists between entities but the value itself is quite ‘shallow’. deepTrust 
trust values on the other hand use a similar range format but the values themselves 
have a rich semantic ‘depth’ on which they are computed.  
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SkyLark Overview

• How SkyLark Works…

(1) Node/ Sensor enters network

(2) Bluetooth discovery protocol

(3) Dedicated sink nodes route  
communicates by;

(a) Injecting queries into network

(b) Gathering sensor responses

(c) Forwarding responses

(4) Sensors collaborate and route 
queries/responses to/from sink 
nodes

(5) Global communications 
established through ‘gateway’
(not illustrated), via sink node

Ericsson’s SkyLark project operates primarily within the domain of sensor 
networks but can be abstracted to the services domain. The use of Bluetooth [11] 
and JXTA [12] enables SkyLark to communicate both on a local and global level. 
Bluetooth can provide a communications range from 10 to 100 metres and the 
JXTA protocol can extended that range to nodes on a broader scale. It achieves this 
extended range by routing communications via friendly neighbour nodes that 
forward information beyond Bluetooth’s range.  
 
SkyLark is not confined to using just Bluetooth. It can also utilize simple RF 
communications, ZigBee [13], and UWB (Ultra Wide Bandwidth) [14]. The ability 
to communicate and collaborate on tasks over sensor networks and mobile 
networks is a primary reason behind the SkyLark project. 
 
Upon entering the dynamic, ad-hoc network nodes firstly discover each other using 
the standard Bluetooth discovery protocol. Once a connection is established to one 
or more network sensors it becomes possible to route communications over JXTA, 
which is the underlying network communications protocol. Dedicated ‘sink’ nodes 
scattered throughout the network are responsible for injecting queries into network 
and also gather and forward responses. The sensors within the network collaborate 
to route queries and responses to and from the sink. For interactions with mobile 
devices/networks the sink node communicates with a ‘Gateway’ node that can 
route communications from the sensor network to a mobile network and vice versa. 
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Introduction to deepTrust

• What is the deepTrust platform?

(1) A semantically rich trust model encoded in Web Ontology Language (OWL).
(2) Provides the ability to annotate services with trust data.
(3) A collection of trust calculation sets based on that trust model.

• What does it provide?

… the application empowers the selection and composition of trustworthy 
(web) services.

… empowers users’ to annotate services with trust data, which the calculation 
sets utilize to provide a recommendation level. 

… can reason about user specific policies and recommendations in order to 
select a service.

The deepTrust application for trust management has three main components.  
 

(1) The OWL [15] based trust model is a rich semantic representation of 
trust concepts, relationships, and constituent service elements.  

 
(2) The trust model enables the semantic annotation of services with trust 

data. 
 
(3) A set of trust calculations can be utilized to compute a value for trust.  

 
It is the trust values that form the basis for the trust recommendations. Once a 
recommendation has been made the application can reconcile it against the users 
trust policies. Now the application can decide whether or not the service 
corresponding to the recommendation will be selected or not. 
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Application – Specific Example

(1) Ad-hoc meeting/conference with presentations

(2) Multiple services from multiple vendors providing network access, storage 
and dissemination facilities, and rendering capabilities.

(3) The composition of the ‘presentation’ service is based on some set of trust 
values from the atomic services as well as the user’s trust policy(s).

The use case scenario outlines how nodes interact to calculate a value for trust. Our 
specific example takes an ad-hoc meeting and illustrates how atomic services are 
orchestrated into a composite service. The atomic services are for (i) network 
access, (ii) storage, and (iii) presentation rendering and are provided by vendors 
‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’. It is envisaged that a user would want some combination of the 
three services when presenting. Our user also has some set of trust policies that 
guide service composition. 
 
The first stage requires SkyLark’s architecture to allow a node to join the ad-hoc 
network, so that services can be requested through the sink node. Some of the 
nodes in the network provide the network access, storage, and presentation 
rendering services. The user can query the sink node for these services. It is shown 
that network access is available from three vendors ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’. Vendor A’s 
network access service has been calculated as having a low trust value associated 
with it. The trust values are calculated as per the use case scenario and they 
represents a particular trust concept such as reliability, credibility, etc. In this 
particular case the most favoured network access service is vendor B’s (high), this 
could be due to B’s low downtime or high mean time between failures. The most 
highly rated storage service is also provided by B. Finally, C’s presentation 
rendering service is chosen to complete the selection process. The selections are 
then reconciled against the user’s trust policies and the atomic services can then be 
composed if they match or exceed these policies. 
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Application – Selection

• deepTrust project phases (critical path)…

(1) Creation of an ontology based trust model specific to (web) services.

(2) The semantic annotation of services with trust data.

(3) The development of a trust calculation that yields trust values.

• Need to be able to...
- Reason about the trust model in order to question the trust model at a 

concept level (and vice versa).
- Parse & reason about the trust structure, user policy, and user 

datasets.

…So that the trust calculation has the required data.

• Realized through the use of…

- Stanford University’s Protégé ontology editor
- Hewlett Packard’s Jena2 framework

The deepTrust project had a three phase development plan. The design and 
development of a trust model specific to service management was critical as the 
latter stages of the project make extensible use of the model. Once the first version 
of the trust model was complete the second phase began, which helped iteratively 
re-engineer the model. The annotated services provided the trust data that was 
necessary for the trust calculation. 
 
The overall application needed to be able to read in the trust model (as an OWL 
document) and reason about the concepts, relationships, and properties in order to 
realize low level specifics from high level requirements. For example, a user policy 
may state that only services with a high reliability value are to be selected for 
execution and/or service composition. What constitutes services reliability can be 
reasoned about from the trust model. What constitutes high reliability can be 
acquired from the trust calculations. It is the variously annotated service documents 
that provide the data for which the trust calculations can be based. 
 
The OWL based trust model was implemented in Stanford University’s Protégé 
ontology editor. Reasoning about the model was achieved through the use of the 
Jena2 framework for Semantic Web applications. 
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Trust Model Overview

The trust model is made up of trust concepts, trust relationships, and trust elements. 
Trust elements contain classes that have trust properties associated with them. 
Trust concepts are split into two groups; conceptual and concrete. Conceptual trust 
concepts are “Belief”, “Confidence”, and “Faith”. There are said to be conceptual 
because of their inherent idealism and lack of attribute definition. Concrete trust 
concepts are “Credibility”, “Reliability”, “Reputation”, “Competence”, and 
“Honesty”. They are said to be concrete as they can be more easily defined and 
have attribute more easily associated with them. 
 
The trust relationships are “derivedFrom”, “informedBy”, and “affectedBy”. The 
strongest relationship is “derivedFrom” and implies a measured or evidence based 
bond between concrete concepts only. The second strongest relationship is 
“informedBy” and it can be based partially on evidence and can be formed 
between any conceptual or concrete concept. Finally, the weakest relationship is 
“affectedBy” and it provides a less tangible relationship between conceptual 
concepts and both conceptual and concrete concepts. Relationships are also 
directed.  
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Trust Model Overview

Concept A Concept B
Relationship

Element 1

Has element

Class

property

• deepTrust Concept, Element, Class Model

The structure of the trust model links concepts together with relationships. The 
concepts themselves are composed of an (aesthetic) element container that holds 
the constituent classes. The classes are made up of properties. In the above 
example, the trust concept ‘Competency’ has a ‘StandardsElement’ that holds the 
‘Standards’ class. The ‘Standards’ class is made up of properties such as SOAP, 
UDDI, OWL, etc. The assumptions is that a service that utilizes most of the 
standards will be more competent that another service that does not use (as many) 
standards. 
 
The relationships link the trust concepts together like ‘Competency’ and 
‘Credibility’. The power of the different strength relationships is realized by a set 
of rules associated with each relationship. When two concepts are linked by a 
“derivedFrom” relationship, the former concept takes on the latter concepts’s 
elements as its own. It also downgrades each of the latter concepts relationships by 
one degree and then takes downgraded relationship as its own. For example, the 
concept ‘Reliability’ is ‘derivedFrom’ ‘Reputation’. ‘Reliability’ therefore takes 
the element ‘Reputation’s’ element (‘History’) as one of its own. Since 
‘Reputation’ is partly ‘derivedFrom’ ‘Honesty’, ‘Reliability’ now downgrades this 
relationship and states that it is ‘informedBy’ ‘Honesty’. 
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Application – Selection

• deepTrust high-level architecture

TrustStructure Application

ServiceX

UserPolicy

Requirements

UserData

User # 1

Trust Recommendation

1.

2.

3.4.
Trust
Calculation

5.

ServiceX

UserData

User # N
ServiceX

Operations Performed

• Parse Trust Structure

• User Policy

• Parse Trust Data

• Trust Calculation

• Trust Recommendation

The deepTrust application has five stages. The first parses the service in question 
for its trust structure. The trust structure enables developers to semantically 
annotate their services with an enumeration of trust model classes (or properties) 
that are pertinent to a particular service.  
 
The second step simply reads and parses the user policy set that is encoded in 
OWL. It is envisaged that the policies will eventually be encoded in an ontology 
based policy language such as Rei. 
 
The application sequentially parses each trust data set (step three) that it has 
received from network nodes and then calculates (step four) a trust value for each 
received document.  
 
Finally, a trust recommendation is made to the user based on set of rust values and 
user policies. 
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Application – Selection

• deepTrust Trust Calculation
- Two phase approach…

(1) Calculating Trust; default set for each trust concept in order to 
give a recommendation.

(2) Smooth Recommendation; After calculation the recommendation 
is offset by ‘x’ based on the specific user’s history.

• (1) Trust calculation
- For each required trust concept;

- User datasets are passed through specific default calculation 
sets (i.e. reliability calculation set)

- Calculation returns -2 0 2 
- [Very untrustworthy Moderate very Trustworthy]

- So ‘2’ is regarded as a service is seen to have ‘Very High’
reliability.

• (2) Recommendation ‘smoothing’
- Abdul-Rahman-Hailes ‘Semantic Difference’ discounting algorithm.

The trust calculation phase is in fact split into two tightly bound separate phases. 
The trust calculations are computed via a selection of default calculations. Each 
trust concept has associated with it a specific trust calculation set, i.e. reliability is 
calculated from the reliability calculation set. Once a trust calculation has been 
made the second phase offsets or discounts the calculated value based on the 
history the user has with each participating network node.  
 
User policies state which concepts are required by the user and what values those 
concepts must conform to for service management. The value range for each of 
these concepts can be ‘very high’ (2), ‘high’ (1), ‘moderate’ (0), ‘low’ (-1), or 
‘very low’ (-2). For each required concept a trust calculation is computed from for 
each user data set. It is these values that are discounted by the second phase. 
 
The Abdul-Rahman-Hailes ‘semantic difference’ algorithm [17] allows the 
application to offset each calculated trust value by some degree based on previous 
experiences and recommendations. For example, if a data set provider tends to over 
exaggerate in its opinions and perceives that service ‘X’ has a ‘very high’ 
reliability value then this may only be regarded as a service with ‘high’ reliability 
by another user. Future values from this over exaggerating node may then be offset 
by some degree, ‘-1’ in the example given. 
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Summary & Future Work

• Summary
- An interoperable trust-centric approach to service management 
empowered by the deepTrust application with discovery based on 
Ericsson’s SkyLark Project.

• Analysis of deepTrust approach
- Ontology based trust model, distributed and ad-hoc communicatons.

• deepTrust strengths
- (i) The overall idea of a semantically rich trust model, (ii) service and 
user specific trust information, and (iii) a defined set of trust calculations.

• Future Work
- (i) Empirical analysis of concept relationships and attributes, (ii) 
automated semantic annotation, and (iii) trust calculation improvements.

- Policy conversion from an OWL document to a true policy language.

- Abstract the trust model towards “entities”.

This paper presented the decentralized, trust-centric, and highly interoperable 
deepTrust platform and application for service management. It also outlined 
Ericsson’s SkyLark project for P2P communications in ad-hoc network 
environments. 
 
Our ontological approach to modelling, and calculating, trust provides a rich 
semantic depth that empowers greater interoperability, reusability, and 
extendibility. The deepTrust platform is a peer to peer system that can operate on 
an ad-hoc basis. It can therefore handle users dynamically joining and leaving the 
environment and has no single point of failure like server based architectures can. 
Yet, a distributed approach has privacy, computational, and data storage issues. 
The initial version of the deepTrust application simulated one users trust 
calculations based on three user’s trust data sets and reconciled the calculated 
outcomes against the single user’s trust policy. 
 
The strengths of the project include; (i) the overall idea of a semantically rich trust 
model to aid service selection and composition, (ii) service and user specific trust 
information, and (iii) defined a set of trust calculations. Future research topics will 
attempt to address some of the weaknesses of the project namely to include; (i) an 
empirical analysis of service requirements on which the trust model classes and 
properties can be based., (ii) a more automated approach to the semantic annotation 



of services would allow users greater ease of use when using the deepTrust 
application, and (iii) improvements to the default trust calculation sets.  
 
User policies are currently encoded in OWL but an ontology based policy language 
could offer additional assistance through the presence of a policy engine for policy 
reconciliation, policy creation, and policy conflict detection and resolution.  
 
Finally, it is envisaged that the entire trust model be abstracted from service 
management towards entity management. This would include the management of 
users on a dynamic, mobile basis over disparately managed networks. 
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